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Contact Us 

	Need more help ? 
	Connect with our team and they will help you out with anything that you need.
	





	ChatEmail : 



All 365 days between 9 AM to 6 PM
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Unlock One Day Delivery With Your Pin Code
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English - अंग्रेज़ीHindi - हिंदी



















 	New Arrivals
Taking inspiration from the global fashion trends, we create gold jewellery in sync with your wardrobe.
With fashionable, lightweight & affordable designs, there's now gold for every outfit.
ALL COLLECTIONS > 


	14 Karat
	RingsSHOP BY KARAT
	14 Karat Gold
	18 Karat Gold




SHOP BY TYPE
	Diamond
	Gemstone
	Yellow Gold
	Rose Gold
	White Gold




SHOP BY MOTIFS
	Geometric
	Floral
	Abstract
	Hearts



SHOP BY OCCASION
	Workwear
	Partywear
	Casualwear




SHOP BY STYLE
	Regular Rings
	Open Top Rings
	Wide Rings
	Bands
	Couple Bands
	Cocktail Rings
	Solitaire Rings
	Finger Sleeves
	Charm Rings
	Stack Rings
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Discover a wide array of rings for all your looks. From stack to open-top, style it up, your way.
VIEW ALL DESIGNS





	EarringsSHOP BY KARAT
	18 Karat Gold



SHOP BY MOTIFS
	Geometric
	Floral
	Star
	Butterfly
	Hearts



Second Ear-Piercing


SHOP BY OCCASION
	Workwear
	Partywear
	Casualwear




SHOP BY TYPE
	Diamond
	Gemstone
	Yellow Gold
	Rose Gold
	White Gold




SHOP BY STYLE
	Studs
	Drops
	J-Hoops
	Shoulder Dusters
	Huggies
	Front And Backs
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From statement hoops to mismatched shoulder dusters, show off your fashionable side with bold earring styles.
VIEW ALL DESIGNS





	Pendants
SHOP BY TYPE
	Diamond
	Gemstone
	Yellow Gold
	Rose Gold
	White Gold




SHOP BY MOTIFS
	Geometric
	Floral
	Abstract
	Hearts
	Bow
	Alphabet
	Feather
	Butterfly
	Hats




SHOP BY OCCASION
	Workwear
	Partywear
	Casualwear
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Give your neckline an upgrade with minimal additions! Stack it up or add some bling, these will be your go-to pieces.
VIEW ALL DESIGNS





	ChainsSHOP BY KARAT
	18 Karat Gold



SHOP BY TYPE
	Yellow Gold




SHOP BY WEIGHT
	Less than 2 Grams
	2 Grams to 4 Grams
	4 Grams to 6 Grams
	6 Grams to 8 Grams
	8 Grams to 10 Grams
	10 Grams And Above
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Here's something for your everyday fashion - Chains! Layer up your daily wear with minimal or statement designs.
VIEW ALL DESIGNS





		All Jewellery
	Chains
	Rings
	Earrings
	Bracelets
	Nosepins
	Necklaces
	Pendants
	Bangles
	Second Piercing
	Melorra for Men
	Fast Delivery
	Charms


	All Jewellery[image: ]
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ChainsSolo or stacked, chains for all your moods
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RingsBands or stack rings, there’s a style for all
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Earrings‘I own too many earrings’ – said no one ever
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BraceletsFlexible styles for a flexible wardrobe
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NosepinsGold, solitaires or gemstones, nose pins for all
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NecklacesFrom necklets to fashion chains, style it up!
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PendantsGlam up your neckline with pendants!
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BanglesBangles that are light on weight, high on style
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Second PiercingBring your A-game with ear stackables!
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Melorra for MenIntroducing Men's Jewellery
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Fast DeliveryChoose from 1500+ ready-to-ship designs
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CharmsUnveil the spellbinding allure of charms








	Men’s JewellerySHOP BY KARAT
	14 Karat Gold
	18 Karat Gold




SHOP BY PRICE
	Less than ₹10K
	₹10K to ₹20K
	₹20K to ₹30K
	₹30K to ₹50K
	Above ₹50K



SHOP BY TYPE
	Diamond
	Yellow Gold
	White Gold




SHOP BY WEIGHT
	Less than 2 Grams
	2 Grams to 4 Grams
	4 Grams to 6 Grams
	6 Grams to 8 Grams
	8 Grams to 10 Grams
	10 Grams And Above
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From Rings and Bracelets to Earrings and Chains, explore a wide range of new-age Gold and Diamond Jewellery designed exclusively for Men.
VIEW ALL DESIGNS
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Jewellery Offers at Melorra
Men and women have adorned various jewellery to style their outfits. Buying jewellery online has gone through significant changes, from opting for simple and traditional jewellery in the past to modern and lightweight jewellery in recent times. Accessories have always been the cherry on top in enhancing your overall look. 
Each woman wants her accessories to match the most popular fashion trends, and Melorra keeps you updated. We have the best jewellery offers on our diamond, and gemstone pieces collection
Since shopping online has become much more convenient, we have made it easier by giving you online offers on jewellery, rather than rushing to the stores. Melorra makes your online shopping experience easier. You can wear the latest jewellery trends with Melorra to match your daily emotions.

Explore our jewellery collections:
 	Rings 
	Earrings
	Pendants
	Bracelets
	Bangles
	Necklaces
	Chains
	Nose pins
	Second piercing earrings



 Melorra’s Diamond Jewellery Offers
Have there ever been instances in which you were in love with a priceless piece of diamond jewellery and were on the verge of purchasing it but ultimately decided against it due to the excessive price tag? There's good news for you, though! We have hand-selected and discounted some of the finest diamond jewellery pieces and tagged them with the best diamond jewellery offers from our collection.  
The jewellery designsjewellery designs we offer will blow your mind without breaking the bank. You don't need to pinch yourself to confirm our assertions as accurate. You only need to go through our unique selection of the best offers on diamond jewellery, which features everything your jewellery box needs.
We lack prejudice, and we are aware that this is one of the reasons you adore us—along with the exquisite diamond jewellery we also have beautiful solitaire jewellery  for you that we constantly add to our inventory, so why don't men have some fun too? Men have always been represented in a position of power and authority using jewellery, from illustrious monarchs to idolized deities. So, explore some great diamond offers on purchasing jewellery for men from Melorra. 

Latest Diamond Offers at Melorra  
Diamonds are a constant reminder of how to shine, so let your light shine like a diamond. With various diamond jewellery designs at Melorra, we are giving the best diamond offers. 
Fulfill your online search for the best offer on diamond jewellery with Melorra’s’s diamond jewellery for men . that are trendy and classy. Choose from fashionable and reasonably priced diamond jewellery pieces.
Browse our unique Diamond designs using price, karat, motif, occasion, and other categories with huge discounts and enjoy your online shopping experience. Also, don’t miss out on exploring Melorra’s colourful gemstone jewellery for women with the latest designs.

FAQs on Jewellery Offers:
What are jewellery offers?
Jewellery offers are promotional discounts or deals on jewellery products available for a limited time. These offers can include discounts on prices, free gifts with purchase, or other incentives to encourage customers to buy.
What types of jewellery offers are available at Melorra?
Many types of jewellery offers are available, including percentage discounts on select jewellery, gifts with purchases, and occasional offers. Melorra’s has the best diamond offers. 
How do I find jewellery offers at Melorra?
You can find jewellery offers by browsing our websites and navigating to the offers page to get the best jewellery offers on diamonds. 
Are jewellery offers only available online at Melorra?
No, jewellery offers at Melorra are available both online and in-store. Before or after purchase, you can check and get details on the running jewellery offers.
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Download our app
Download on theApp Store
Download on theGoogle Play


Where is my order?
TRACK MY ORDER

Download our app
Download on theApp Store
Download on theGoogle Play



Where is my order?
Track My Order


 POPULAR SEARCHES

	 Jewellery

	 Gold Jewellery |
	 Diamond Jewellery |
	 Gemstone Jewellery |
	 18 karat Gold Jewellery |
	 22 karat Gold Jewellery |
	 Solitaire Jewellery




	 Earrings

	 Gold Earrings |
	 Diamond Earrings |
	 Gemstone Earrings |
	 0-2 Grams Gold Earrings |
	 2-4 Grams Gold Earrings |
	 Solitaire Earrings |
	 Second Ear-Piercing




	 Rings

	 Gold Rings |
	 Diamond Rings |
	 Gemstone Rings |
	 2-4 Grams Gold Rings |
	 Solitaire Rings




	 Necklaces

	 Gold Necklaces |
	 Diamond Necklaces |
	 Gemstone Necklaces |
	 10 Grams And Above Gold Necklaces




	 Chains

	 Gold Chains |
	 Diamond Chains |
	 Gemstone Chains |
	 10 Grams And Above Gold Chains




	 Pendants

	 Gold Pendants |
	 Diamond Pendants |
	 Gemstone Pendants |
	 Solitaire Pendants




	 Bangles

	 Gold Bangles |
	 Diamond Bangles |
	 Gemstone Bangles |
	 10 Grams And Above Gold Bangles




	 Nosepins

	 Gold Nosepins |
	 Diamond Nosepins




	 Bracelets

	 Gold Bracelets |
	 Diamond Bracelets |
	 Gemstone Bracelets




	 Occasions

	 Akshaya Tritiya |
	 Mothers Day |
	 Dhanteras |
	 Womens Day |
	 Raksha Bandhan |
	 Friendship Day

















